
God’s Name

YHWH

The House Of Yashua, Yeshua, YasHuWaH Christ.

Gods Name YasHuWaH

Mosses re-name HOSEA for me (Hebrew) Yehoshua, (English) Joshua

The Son Of Nun

Joshua in Hebrew is Yeshua

Moses tell the Israelites  YHWH sent you, when they ask for my name tell them

I am that I am (in English)

Ayer Asher Ayer

I am Asher I am

This is the riddle

Asher (A-SHE-R) sounds like Asua (A-SHU-R).  add these letters to Gods name YHWH.

YasHuWaH

Hosea, Yeshua Son of Nun Then Name of God  The Son Of GOD

Amen-Ra, Marduk, BAAL  Son of Nun The SUN GOD

The riddle is there both the SON OF NUN, one is the Son of God the other is the SUN God

But Jesus, Yeshua is not BAAL but Adonai is as he is the son of Lucifer, Halal. Halal is were they
got the name Lucifer from.

The Romans where Satan, they would not right down Jesus’s name in Hebrew when they killed
him. So for their documents they gave him a Greek translation Iesous pronounced (Ezeus) then
many years later as no one wrote about Jesus at first, they changed the Hebrew scriptures into

Greek. The Romans dominated Hierusalem. Jerusalem and the middle east. They did not use the
Hebrew Tongue.

The Biggest Question…. Is Jesus, Jesus or Yeshua find the scriptures yourself.



The letter to the seven churches in revelations one of them is Pergamos and this is the seat of
SATAN. Satan’s name is ZEUS the Name Jesus sounds like GE Zeus Satan. The Romans gave that

name because they didn’t want the real Jesus to be called Yeshua Christ, and they wanted
everyone to worship Satan Zeus.

Bible says you can only be saved through my name Yeshua Christ, that’s because 2 thousand
years ago everyone was worshipping many Gods.

Ark-Angel YasHuWaH the Hebrew God and not Yahweh as this deity is someone else, Yahweh
Has a cat face and is in witchcraft books as a devil maybe. No one new Gods name apart from

YHWH as everyone has tried to translate it ever since with tetragrammaton. 

Satan and Satan followers take everything God has ever done and make it there own through the
people that worship him, and the others.

No wonder God don’t come into our lives.

Anyway they changed all Gods names to mean the DEVIL even Jesus is not Jesus but maybe ZEUS but only in
name as Jesus is really Yeshua Christ the messiah. The one that gave his life on the CROSS to show the world

and save the world from your own sin.

He laid down a corner stone, his Life for all of us.

When you say the lord’s prayer remember Hallowed be thy name, Halal is the real name of LUCIFER, and
Jehovah is Zeus, Jove pronounced Jover in ancient scripture, equals  SATAN.

Jews pronounce YHWH as Jah-Hu-Vah again the synagogue of Satan.

Then when you get to the end of your prayer always remember to say Amen, because if you sacrifice your child
say Amen-Ra…..This is Baal they always sacrifice to him. Amen is what they called the Egyptian God RA and

later on he became the name Baal which in ancient Sumerian and Annunaki the word means LORD, THIS IS WHY
THE FAKE JEWS changed the Bible and the names to mean Lord it’s a secret way of saying BAAL.

Horus is Abaddon, Apollyon in the Bible,

 The one Alister Crowley and the New World Order worship at Bohemian Grove. Horus

Our Creator of all life and God has waited a long time for US…..to stop sinning and be wise. And
stop sacrificing your children.

The devil was born 23-25 of December, Yeshua Jesus was born six months after John the Baptist
in September. Santa is really Satan with claws, and the yew tree was the Christmas tree of

Nimrod the ASHERAH Pole in the Bible that was decorated with ribbons. The Satanic church has
DECIEVED THE WHOLE  WORLD FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS.

Asherah is the whore of Babylon 



It would be nice if the Christians would re-baptise there worshippers in the name of the Father
through the name of his Holy Son Yeshua Christ our messiah and introduce the Hebrew name.

Jesus said if anyone comes back in his name do not believe them, for many will say in his name
they are the Christ and yet all they know is the text in the Bible. Jesus also said he would give you

a new name which is his original name Yeshua Christ.

Jesus is not coming back to play Jesus, Yeshua he’s coming back to save us

Daniel close the book untill the end of days when I will awake you Michael

Gods loves us all

I gave this to many churches already and I said I am patenting gods name, this is the complete version an updated
version, give this to your churches. God hasn’t taught me religon he has shown me creation and this is going to be

my Gospels.  Science, Quantum Science so it can never be taken again.

Please email me or whattsapp me and I will give you what I know in PDF documents.

I was born to change the Future, to wait untill God came into my life.

If you know whats going to happen you can change it.

I love you all.

Revelations, And the abomination of Desolation

It all started over 100 years ago and I have cross referenced everything with the BIBLE & Scriptures.

In the 1800th century a 33 degrees Free Mason Named Albert Pike wrote a letter which is in the British History Museum as a
trophy & he talks about 3 world wars to take over the world in the name of SATAN.

In the 1900th century a book was published called THE PROTOCALS OF ZION THE LEARNED ELDERS and this talks
about 3 world wars, & the FAKE JEWS THAT WORSHIP SATAN,& HOW WE ARE JUST CATTLE AND A SACRIFICE. In

the second world war they will try to get back Palestine, which happened so the 3 world wars is Pre-Meditated.

It all started with a family that set up a banking system in the 1800th century and they changed their name to the Rothschilds
and I think brought in the star of David which is actually the REMPHAIM star in the Bible, the star of BAAL and Molock.

The one people used to sacrifice their children to throughout history.

1800th century Hitlers Father was born and he may have been a relative of the Rothschilds before they changed their name.

1st world war happens then the second world war happens, and this was funded by the SATANIC NEW WORLD ORDER, in
which Hitler killed most of the real Jews and stole all their Money and wealth which they collected at the end of the war.
Through even the American Monument Men who took all the valuables and valuable antiquities that was worth maybe

Billions back then.

Winston Churchhill in the Bible is the one on the White Horse and Hitler was the one on the green horse with HADES
following behind him as he worshiped a new and strange GOD called Wutan or another name for Satan as Hitler was

already part of the SATANIC WORLD ORDER.



In the Bible the Beast 666 is ALESTER CROWLY. He named himself the Beast 666. Allister Crowley had a secret daughter I
found out. Which she had a son & grandson, which would make them the Grandsons of the DEVIL.

Allister Crowley Then worked with an American Rocket engineer called Jack Parsons and NASA was formed and the C.I.A.
Allister Crowley wrote a book called the Golden Dawn which is Devil worship and His human sacrificing got him kicked out

of Italy before he went to America and Europe.

Years pass after the 2nd world war and the Bible says that the next WAR Will COME IN PEACE & be like no other war in
history. This WAR COMES IN PEACE, no one knows it’s a WAR.

Revelations in the Bible it says there’s 7 beasts & the 7th becomes the 8th beast or the creation of AI or artificial Intelligence
which the book of Daniel says that one of the beasts does not want a women, this is Ai Suri.

Boris Johnson confirms nanotechnology and new Ai Suri, Alexia on the Brexit speech to UN on YouTube video, these 7
beasts (Bible) Set up the Abomination of Desolation which is nanotechnology and there first lot, I feel was a disease called
MORGELLONS which after research its nano fibres and this is the disease in the Bible where you get sores and you wish
you were dead but death will be far from you. Morgellons started in America in 2003 and is now in every country. It takes

about 20 years to kill a person and is transmitted by touch I think.

Daniel in the Bible says, When it stands in your  HOLY PLACE your body. In the Bible it says they Put Something In
Everyone, Young Or Old, Rich Or Poor They put it in everyone, This Is Nanotechnology ready for reading the human mind

as HARVARD UNIVERSITY Created the algorithms to read the human mind about 10 years ago.

Bible then says they will release Plagues Or Viruses like (COVID 19) which is a genetically modified version of the SARS
Virus. This is to make everyone take the Mark Of The Beast (social track & trace of the virus) which 

everyone knows is the RFID CHIP IMPLANT & this will give them a data link as it’s a mini mobile phone with an uplink to
the super computer called D-WAVE.

 They will then be able to send and receive Data between there computer and the nanotechnology inside us all, allowing
them to mind control the worlds population as we are just a Commodity to them, & they worship SATAN. In the Bible it says
if you take the mark of the beast that God will not want you any more, the reason why this is, because they destroy our minds
with the new SURI Artificial Intelligence which will be turned on  once the world has been chipped & will take over our lives

and destroy our consciousness, we will end up just being Hardware for their software Suri Ai and Alexia

.

YouTube check

Boris Johnson confirms microchips nanobots & NEW World Order

Boris Johnsons speech on Brexit Ai robots and chicken at the UN

Boris Johnson confirms that we will be under 24 hour surveillance  & will be able to read our minds & dreams, I also found
out that they can look out of our eyes as well because there reading your brain waves and the light waves that come into

your eyes gets sent up to the brain using the optical nerve, and they just collect that information and decode it as simple as
that, once we take the RFID CHIP IMPLANT.

The Heads of a lot of countries know what’s going on, this is  worldwide and they are systematically doing each country.
Israel is about to do their country as I write this, The Biggest Trick Satan Has Ever Played Is Convincing Every one That He

Don’t Exist. Please google and YouTube  & do your HOMEWORK.



One of the Beasts, Bible Revelations is called Little Horn The Anti-Christ. The Bible says he will appear as an atheist & is
very boastful, promising the world that he’s going to do good & save every one when he’s the one that creates the RFID

Chip implant & fake vaccine & Ai. Bill Gates Maybe

Another beast has a fatal head wound that he recovers from, this president has 4 major scares on he’s head 2 on each side
what happened I wonder. Barack Obama Maybe

2 beasts might be linked to the Presidents, the Bushes if its right about Allister Crowley, Maybe

The beast and the False Prophet in the Bible is a Church, The ROMANS Catholic church, and on YouTube you can see
there ceremonies. In one video they are Worshiping LUCIFER AS THE MORNING STAR you can hear it for your selves,

plus they have a monster of an idol which is meant to be Jesus coming out of a nuclear explosion according to the man who
sculptured the monument behind where the POPE sits. Plus in the Bible it Gives there colours which they wear, the scarlet,

plus the telescope is named Lucifer that’s BLASPHOMY. There meant to be JESUS.

The One Eyed DJALE is not a person but the eye in the Triangle like on the American Banknotes, it’s there symbol they use.
The all seeing EYE.

There’s many beasts according to the Bible & Scriptures & these are the ones controlling the World through the RH
NEGATIVE BLOOD LINE.

This Is not Jesus’s Blood line as GOD says he rules with an IRON ROD, Rh negative blood is copper based, Rh positive is
IRON based blood according to what I found out.

The Bible Book Of Mathew says save it be for the elect, for the good people of this World there TIME will be cut short,
otherwise no flesh will be SAVED.

Bible says we will be in a time were we can’t Buy and sell unless it’s in name of the beast, WWW. Means 666 in
Hebrew. Barcodes on everything you Buy = 3 sets of lines longer on every barcode = 666

Google play= Lucifer Sigel, google chrome=666 Look at these symbols

Things to look up on YouTube & Google

H.I.V & COVID19 are man made

H.E.K 293 cloned human foetus Kidney Gene according to their research it is weaponised CANCER in all Pepsi Cola
products YEARS Of eating eat will increase your chance of cancer plus it’s cannibalism.

God Gene, FUN VAX…. Pentagon says it can genetically alter a part of your Brain associated with The believe in God and
they say it will make you feel discussed when you think of God or religion, using a common COLD VIRUS to genetically

alter your brain when you catch it. Stops true believe.  Using  CRISPR Gene editing technologies.

Sodium Fluoride (PROZAC) is mass medicating of the population which HITLER used on the Jews in there water supply. It
affects your nervous system and brain functions. It’s probably the main cause of children with disorders like autism &

A.D.H.T & other neurological disorders. According to Yale University I think it was, it can knock 20 digits of your IQ level
& if the average IQ is 86, add 20 digits that’s 106 & at 101 IQ you go into genius IQ level. This mainly affects you the older

you get especially if you stop thinking & get on with your mundane JOBS.

 



G.M.O food by Monsanto in America is owned by the Rothschilds & this is a neurological pesticide called the BT TOXIN in
every cell in the plant & we eat it giving the world more and more health problems as this is a poison to us but it tastes

good.

CHILDRENS VACCINES contain preservatives called Thimerosal,  which is vaporized MERCURY, Formaldehyde which is
embalming fluid, and heavy metals like aluminium which all damage the cognitive areas of the brain giving more and more
problems for your children, but not enough to completely mess them up, they just don’t want the average population to be

smart.

YOU MIGHT WORK THEM OUT ?

New World Order & ILLUMINATY Family’s 

FIND OUT WHO REALY WORSHIPS SATAN & STOP THEM DOING THIS TO US ALL.

TAKE THE NANO TEST SEE FOR YOUR SELVES

NANO MOTORS ON A CLOUDY DAY

I found out about 5 years ago that you can see the nanotechnology within your field of vision so please take a few
minutes of your life to do this.

If you look up at the clouds and stare at one spot your notice that your field of vision has tiny dots of
light(microscopic) and there’s hundreds of them just keep staring and when you notice the dots moving rapidly

around in your field of vision try to focus on them and they will become a lot clearer.

You will see that there all moving around and changing direction very fast this is Nanotechnology. No cells in
your eyes Move.

Please take the time to do this yourself.

Nanotechnology runs on electromagnetic propulsion and this is how they move around your body, but the
electromagnetic field they produce shows up as white light when they pass through the light coming into your eyes

allowing you to see them.

Their energy gets projected onto your eyes optical nerve allowing your brain to pick them up with the rest of your
eyes vision.

Heaven & Earth pass Away 

Starting with the Bible; In End times there is a Red Dragon, this is the consolation of Nemesis with a planet called
Nibiru, or planet X  & The Hopi Indian Prophecies of Blue Star Kachina, which comes around every 3600 years

or in Annunaki & Sumerians scripture = 1 Sar.

This might be the Final Resurrection in the Bible.



Aztec & Mayan calendar also may mean the same, one whole cycle of our consolation is 1 Sar 3600 years.

This is why the world thought it would END at the Millennium, year 2000 remember, this is where they got the
information from.

Last time it came around was,  Mosses times which combined with magic was a marvel. it maybe what parted the
RED SEA & Mosses was told by God to wait until the next day & the sea parted.

Before that was the Great Flood of Noah the gravitational pull from Nibiru which would have affected our gravity
making water Expand causing the flood which lasted 40 days until Nibiru passed.

The Aztec Egg Craft on the hieroglyphs is a Quantum Field bubble or egg shape.

wormmwood in the Bible means DECAYING. So when you here that it makes a third of the earth & a third of the 
oceans turns to wormwood it means it decays the earth.  At the moment we have decayed the Earth with Chynoble 
& Fukishima plus Hiroshima & Nagasaki. Third of the Earth maybe already decaying.

THE THIRD TEMPLE ON THE TEMPLE MOUNT

The Third Temple Of KING SOLOMEN Is In Rio, Brazil In Front Of The Jesus Christ Statue They Even Took The
Ark Of Covenant, (fake one) & Stones From The Original Temple Of King Solomon which once stood at the

Temple Mount & Made What Looks Like The Biggest Temple In The World.  For filling End Times Protheses.

MATHEW Bible

Save it be for the Elect, No Flesh will be Saved, unless there Time Will Be Cut Short.

They had a KING over them the Angel of the ABYSS, whose name in 

Hebrew is ABADDON, and in Greek APOLLYON.

This angel is HORUS the Egyptian God

Horus is Apollo

At Bohemian Grove America the world leaders meet to worship Horus, Alister Crowley the beast 666 talked to
LAMED, Horus’s angel and gave him the Golden Dawn. Human Sacrifice and Paedophilia.

The Lawless one, In Hebrew Is WICKED ONES that’s the true translation of Lawless, and there’s many that
worship the DEVIL. 33 degree masons are Horus and lucifer worshipers, the 9th circle and many more please look

them all up as they are out in the OPEN NOW.

May Our Creator God Be With Us All in these disturbing times

What is the FIRST RESURRECTION ??? Not what you think.



My prayer
Get to the end of my prayer

Ab-woon Abba D-wa-Shmaya
 Ab-woon Abba D-wa-Shmaya
 Ab-woon Abba D-wa-Shmaya

In the Name of the Heavenly Father I ask
The Father of Light, Father of Love

 The incorruptible Light
 The Incorruptible Riotousness 

&
In The Name Of The Holy Spirit

&
In the name of the Holy Son I ask

In the name of Ham-mah-shee-akh  Yeshua Nots-Ree
Christ our savior, our Rock, our Light
Please bless my soul with pure light &

Pure Love
&

Put Wisdom & Knowledge in my mind
& 

Love & Mercy In My Heart
Guide me Father

Let My Mind Be Of Yours & My Tongue Be Of Angels

In the name Of the holy Father I ask 
Through the Name of the Holy Son

Through the Name Of Ham-mah-shee-akh  Yashua Nots-Ree

Please Guide Me Straight, Guide me Narrow
Guide me through the Pin Hole

Like a Grain of Sand in the Desert
Like a Drop In the Ocean

Like a Star In the Night Sky
Let Me Shine Bright, Let Me Be The Light 

&
Let Me Shine My Light Upon On Others

In the Name of the Holy Father, through the Name Of the Holy Son
I Ask

In the Name Of Ham-mah-shee-akh  Yeshua Nots-Ree 
Thank You Father

I Give Prayer, & Thanks To all The Saints that ever Lived & will Be, for all the Wisdom & knowledge they left
mankind

Thank you
In the name of the Holy Father, & In the Name of the Holy Son

Ham-mah-shee-akh  Yeshua Nots-Ree

Thank You, Thank You, Thank You



My prayer

Ab-woon Abba D-wa-Shmaya
In the Name of the Heavenly Father I ask

&
In The Name Of The Holy Spirit

&
In the name of the Holy Son I ask

In the name of Ham-mah-shee-akh  Yeshua Nots-Ree
Christ our savior, our Rock, our Light
Please bless my soul with pure light &

Pure Love
&

Put Wisdom & Knowledge in my mind
& 

Love & Mercy In My Heart
Guide me Father

Let My Mind Be Of Yours & My Tongue Be Of Angels

In the name Of the holy Father I ask 
Through the Name of the Holy Son

 Christ our savior
Through the Name Of Ham-mah-shee-akh  Yeshua Nots-Ree

Please Guide Me Straight, Guide me Narrow
Guide me through the Pin Hole

Like a Grain of Sand in the Desert
Like a Drop In the Ocean

Like a Star In the Night Sky
Let Me Shine Bright, Let Me Be The Light 

&
Let Me Shine My Light Upon On Others

In the Name of the Holy Father, through the Name Of the Holy Son
I Ask

(talk to Father say what you want to say)

In the Name Of Ham-mah-shee-akh  Yeshua Nots-Ree 
Thank You Father

I Give Prayer, & Thanks To all The Saints that ever Lived & will Be, for all the Wisdom & knowledge they left
mankind

Thank you
In the name of the Holy Father, & In the Name of the Holy Son

Ham-mah-shee-akh  Yeshua Nots-Ree

Thank You, Thank You, Thank You



YHWH

Mosses re-name HOSEA for me (Hebrew) Yehoshua, (English) Joshua

The Son Of Nun

Joshua in Hebrew is Yeshua

Moses tell the Israelites  YHWH sent you, when they ask for my name tell them

I am that I am 

Ayer Asher Ayer

I am Asher I am

This is the riddle

God knows everything he is Master of Time & Space

God has waited a long time to tell you the Truth, when the whole World could listen, as you all
worshiped many Gods and sacrificed many of your sons and daughters

Asher (A-SHE-R) sounds like Asua (A-SHU-R).  add these letters to Gods name.

YasHuWaH

Hosea, Yeshua Son of Nun The Son Of GOD

Amen-Ra, Marduk Baal, Son of Nun The SUN GOD

The Romans where Satan, they would not right down Jesus’s name in Hebrew when they killed
him. So for their documents they gave him a Greek translation Iesous then many years later as no

one wrote about Jesus at first, they changed the Hebrew scriptures into Greek. The Romans
dominated Hierusalem. Jerusalem and the middle east. They did not use the Hebrew Tongue.

Jews say Ya-ha-vah or Johovah, Zeus was known as JOVE pronounced Jover Satan.

The Biggest Question…. Is Jesus, Jesus or Yeshua (the whole world will be deceived)

Ark-Angel YasHuWaH the Hebrew God and not Yahweh as this deity is someone else, He has a
cat face. No one new Gods name apart from YHWH as everyone has tried to translate it ever

since. He’s waited a long time for US…..to stop sinning.

Michael= Mi-Ka-El=(think.. My soul Of God) Ka means soul.



 The one that is like God Michael.

The 5 G Network

The 5G network is part of the Satanic New World Order plan to create a worldwide network for mind control.
They want everyone to have a SMART METER in every home, this is to ensure that once the RFID Chip Implant is

in every one, they can have an Uplink to their computer & Suri Ai.

The Smart Meter for your electricity & Gas supply is a mini mobile phone Mast.

This will allow them to have a continues link between there RFID chip implant & there super computer D-wave,
they thought of everything.

Just by putting in a smart meter in every home increases the amount of electromagnetic radiation levels in each
country, causing more CANCER from the radiation levels.

They make a lot of money trying to Cure your CANCER.

If you look at England there’s about 80 million people so if you said that a quarter of that total is each house that
means they have put 20 million mobile phone masts that are permanently on, creating an explosion of back

ground RADIATION.

We all know that MOBILE PHONE MASTS are bad because of the Radiation levels but we accept it because of
what it gives us. It gives us communication with each other & deep down we cannot live without that so we all

accept it thinking that our GOVERNMENTS will keep it at a safe level.

We look up to our GOVERNMENTS as though these are good people doing the best for us all.

The Satanic New World Order are the ones running our Governments & creating the networks as if there safe, as
they own everything and pass all the REGULATIONS, They Deceive us all because we are ignorant & do not

research our self’s.

This is because WE TRUST THEM.

We think there doing the best for us all when really there the ones that are making us ILL, as there agender 21 is
to depopulate like it says on the Georgia Guide stones. They want 500 million left on the planet out of 8 billion.

This will be 500 million RH NEGATIVE BLOOD LINE as a lot of them worship SATAN.

America has 127 FEMA camps, with 100 thousand COFFIN LINERS at each location that I could see & I counted
them. Each one of the COFFIN liners can hold 4-5 dead bodies in each one. Some have already been placed in the

Ground and covered over with a couple of inches of dirt, but there empty as someone sneaked in & uncovered
them to take pictures.

America passed a Law I think in 2014 which gives them the right to kill any American citizen without a judge, jury
or anyone else knowing apart from the authority’s that Kill them. Satanists

That is what Hitler done.

 Hitler Built loads of CONCERTRATION CAMPS before he killed the JEWS.



we never learn from our own  HISTORY

The vaccine know what is in it and what it will do

MRC-5 (Medical Research Council cell strain 5) is a diploid human cell culture line composed of fibroblasts,
originally developed from research deriving lung tissue of a 14-week-old aborted Caucasian male fetus. [1][2] The
cell line was isolated by J.P. Jacobs and colleagues in September 1966 from the seventh population doubling of the

original strain, and MRC-5 cells themselves are known to reach senescence in around 45 population doublings.
source (emphasis added)

Wikipedia states that “Recombinant DNA (rDNA) molecules formed by laboratory methods of genetic
recombination (such as molecular cloning) to bring together genetic material from multiple sources, creating

sequences that would not otherwise be found in the genome.

Recombinant DNA is the general name for a piece of DNA that has been created by combining at least two
fragments from two different sources.  Recombinant DNA is possible because DNA molecules from all organisms
share the same chemical structure, and differ only in the nucleotide sequence within that identical overall structure.
Recombinant DNA molecules are sometimes called chimeric DNA because they can be made of material from two

different species, like the mythical chimera.” Creature or animal.

Important modifications of genes known to be associated with various tumor forms have been
identified, for all the 560 verified genes; furthermore, there are variants whose consequences are

not known, but which, however, affects genes involved in the induction of human cancer.

This will cause CANCER ACCORDING TO THERE RESEARCH. The same as HEK 293 which
is in all Pepsi cola products, this is weaponized CANCER

Cancer is not a disease like we have been taught but the malfunction of the D.N.A strand in your cells and they
start to grow because the D.N.A strand has been modified or damaged and it can not read the strand properly any

more causing an unwanted cell growth, or TUMOR.

This indicates that the MRC-5 aborted human fetal cells appear to have been deliberately modified to make them
more tumorigenic… i.e. more likely to cause cancer tumors in human recipients of the vaccine injections.

This would, of course, ensure long-term revenues from the cancer drugs that are also manufactured and sold by the
same pharmaceutical giants that manufacture and market vaccines. Repeat business, after all, is a very lucrative

business model, and if you can lace vaccines with the genetic blueprints for long-term cancer, you can make sure
that a very high percentage of today’s children are eventually diagnosed with cancer, after which they become

lucrative customers for Big Pharma’s cancer drugs.

his conclusion appears to confirm that MRC-5 cell lines used in vaccines have been genetically modified to make
them more likely to cause cancer in vaccine recipients. Subsequently, vaccine mandates are actually forcing

children to be injected with cancer genes so that they become future customers of Big Pharma’s for-profit cancer
treatment “solutions” which are incredibly toxic to human health. Background: ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 is a

recombinant adenovirus vaccine candidate against SARS-CoV-2. Although replication defective in normal cells,
28kbp of adenovirus genes are delivered to the cell nucleus alongside the SARS-CoV-2 S glycoprotein gene.



Methods: We used direct RNA sequencing to analyze transcript expression from the ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 genome
in human MRC-5 and A549 cell lines that are non-permissive for vector replication alongside the replication

permissive cell line, HEK293. In addition, we used quantitative proteomics to study over time the proteome and
phosphoproteome of A549 and MRC5 cells infected with the ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 vaccine candidate.

Results: The expected SARS-CoV-2 S coding transcript dominated in all cell lines. We also detected rare S
transcripts with aberrant splice patterns or polyadenylation site usage. Adenovirus vector transcripts were almost
absent in MRC-5 cells but in A549 cells there was a broader repertoire of adenoviral gene expression at very low

levels. Proteomic ally, in addition to S glycoprotein, we detected multiple adenovirus proteins in A549 cells
compared to just one in MRC5 cells.

Conclusions: Overall the ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 vaccine’s transcriptomic and proteomic repertoire is as expected.
The combined transcriptomic and proteomics approaches provide an unparalleled insight into the behavior of this

important class of vaccine candidate and illustrate the potential of this technique to inform future viral vaccine
vector design.

500.000.000 million out of 8.000.000.000 billion people left on the planet, over many years.

That’s getting rid of 7 and a half Billion people, there make Hitler Proud.

Plus there going to Genetically modify our D.N.A strand using CrispR Technologies, which is Gene editing and
probable dumb down our Intelligence using the CrispR, as they have used Fun Vax and sodium Fluoride already

which genetically altered our brain through a common cold Virus according to the Pentagon in America.

2045 Website Barrack Obama invested over 300 million on building a human artificial Brain Neuron by Neuron,
and the Elite are up loading the Consciousness to the cloud ready to down load into these artificial Brains.

They don’t need us anymore.

The Quantum Universe
Time Travel

&
Magic

First I am going to tell you about magic in the quantum universe or matrix. There’s many people who have used
magic and do not understand what is going on apart from the sorcery they cast, let me enlighten you.



What is magic
Magic is symbols, and sounds as in chanting, and names, how does this work.

Symbols in the quantum universe how can they contact spirits and entities how does this work, how can you put
symbols on your walls or floors and contact spirits, are the spirits standing next to you already or are they miles

away even in a different realm.
The answer is QUANTUM MACHANICS.

When you put a star, triangle, writing, or symbols on your walls or floors to worship, what your not seeing is what
it is.

All material mass is made of ATOMS, these atoms are energy, like a 3 dimensional picture, an energy field. This
energy field is resonating with FREQUENCY like a radio signal and the Matrix of the quantum universe can read

this energy as the universe is the carrier signal for all the energy within the universe, every Atom.
When you use symbols these symbols are resonating with the energy of the atoms that the symbols are made out
off and the picture they make is the shape of your symbols and writings creating a quantum field of energy that

you can not see, and it is this energy that activates the quantum univese or matrix. These symbols are pre-
programmed into the universe, how else can you put a symbol on your wall and contact a spirit through shape and

sound.
Imagine a friend standing next to you if you speak he can here you, but if your friend is a million miles away the
sound waves from your voice can not reach him for him to here you. So why can a symbol reach places so far,
again this is because it’s pre-programmed into the matrix. When you use a symbol the matrix reads this symbol

like a computer programme does, and puts you in contact with what that symbol is connected too, and represents,
this is why in magic symbols and words are so powerful as they activate a programme in the matrix.

Just like King Solomens Ring

Sound waves are the same as a symbol accept they resonate into a bigger quantum energy field, as sound waves if
you could see them make all types of pictures and mathmatical patterns that you can not see with the naked eye.

Look at sound waves in a bucket of water on youtube and you can see the structures of these sound wave patterns,
its all about resonance frequency, it’s all about energy pictures as the matrix universe is governed by mathmatical
picture formations as it’s binary code. Each binary code of the universe starts with the base element which is one
atom, or sound, light or energy waves or fields of energy. You got to see the universe as a computer simulation as
all that we see is an illusion of energy, cleverly designed to come together to create LIFE, for the energy of your
soul to inhabit your avatar or body. Yeshua (Jesus) said it was a miracle to create your Soul, but it was a mirical

above all miricles to put your soul in your body to experience LIFE. To Create The Universe
So God created the Universe which is based on Quantum Machanics so he’s Angels and him could have LIFE.

GOD created the quantum universe or matrix to create Angels.
Material mass is an illusion of energy.

The tree of good and evil, to test your soul for the real thing that comes after death if you make youself worthy of
LIFE

The binary code of the universe is mathmatical patterns of energy right down to the last atom and beyound the
atom.

The words of creation that God talks about, some of the words are frequency patterns that created the atoms we
see, as all atoms did not exist before the universe was created, allowing us to re-discover Gods words of creation

to create atoms ourselves.
The pre-programmed binary code of the universe is Gods original Language this is why magic works.

But it was also designed to test our soul. 
The tree of knowledge, the tree of Good And Evil

Magic



The binary code of the universe is not two dimensional like ones and zeros of a computer, but is a minimum of 4
dimensions as energy is 3 dimensional at least, and time creates the forth dimension in time and space but even 

time is 3 dimensional as time and space are connected as one. Time is not a wave but a field of energy with all that
exists inside the energy of time being collected as DATA.

Time travel can not be achieved by going faster than light as all you are doing is going faster than the wave length
speed of light as light is just a wave of energy and not the universe, to travel through time you have to affect the

whole universe and light only brightens up the universe for us to see.

Time travel can only be achieved by tapping into the universal quantum field of energy as a carrier signal and then
reading the computer of time for the information needed to reverse the energy of all that exist inside the universe,
then using your ships engine you replicate the reversal of time and space using a lot of energy and hijacking the

quantum energy of the universe itself and rewinding all the energy as if it is a tape player with all the energy
patterns saved on it, like a frequency algorythm of all the energies that play in the time and space dimensions of

the universe.

How does a psychic or medium see into someones past or future, does time exist all at once, what are they reading
to get that information as all information is energy, so what energy are they reading how does there brain decode
the matrix. How does a remote veiwer see what im doing from miles away, again what is this that they are doing.

Everything is quantum energy, even an atom is like a binary code of a 4th  dimensional computer. The atom is
made of Protons and Neutrons forming an atom coming together to create a 4th  dimensional object of energy just
like an algorythm of a computer. Each proton and neutron being like the zero’s and ones of the binary code of a

computer programme we use today. The binary code of a computer we use today is 2 dimensional as all the
information is transmitted through a wave of energy, Gods binary code is at least 4th dimensional but works similar

to how our computers work today.

You are made of algorythms, your D.N.A strand is like a 4th dimension algorythm designed to occupy time and
space as it is all made of atoms and atoms are energy loops, that’s why if you break certain atoms they release a

large amount of energy, it’s quantum chemistry on a new level, inside a quantum matrix of time and space.
THE UNIVERSE

The Big Bang was not an explosion but more a release of quantum fields that filled up space and time with
frequency patterns that took the atoms out into space and resonated with frequency patterns to create the
Schumann resonances of each and every planet, sun and star we see in the night sky. It was a controlled

experiment overwise material mass would not come together and in zero gravity everything would have traveled
out to to boundaries of the universe, traveling at the speed of the Big Bang explosion and crash into the quantum
bubble shield that holds the universe together, as it is not expanding but did expand to a certain size in the BIG
BANG. The quantum expansion of energy with designed patterns from the words of creation, FREQUENCY.

I want to teach but who am I going to teach, and are you ready.

God is a GENUIS

The Bible 



ALL GOD'S
 ARE ANGELIC ANGELS OR DEMONS.

NOT THE TRUE CREATER.

Understand what the term God Is? GODS The Archangels not the Creator

Angelic being with a higher state of consciousness
DIVINE Intelligence

&
Divine Authority From The Creator

A TRUE KING is not king, 
For he knows who he is

I believe all religions have been infiltrated
& corrupted over thousands of years.

Each generation of people trying to reach the 
Holy Land, The Holy Place.

Your Heart, Your Mind, Your Soul.

All religions are based on truth no doubt about that.
But the way everyone has thought over religion and land is where the

 trick came in.
In the beginning man was just a few.

Father said, and the Angels, this is your land, & when you have children this is there land too.
The Rock

Earth.
We're Humans it's where we live, share the whole universe with all life.

All Life Originated From The Father,
Some Life Just Like Humans Decide To Create Themselves, 

& make organic Robots.
DEMONS.

All life is based on Ying & Yang
Good & Evil

Negative & Positive
Intelligence with A.I

Free Will
We should be the perfect race.

Image Of The Father.

The Kingdom Of Heaven Is Inside YOU
It Is All Around YOU

And In Ever thing YOU DO
Vibration Picture Light Waves

Energy Loops
That forms YOUR Soul

The WORDS of Creation form your Body
Atoms,

 quantum Energy Loops

The End Of The World.
Yeshua, (JESUS) His Apostle asked when is the END OF THE WORLD.



Yeshua said, To know the End You Have To Know THE BEGGINING.

The Beginning is at the END.
A NEW AGE

A NEW YOU
A NEW HEAVEN

TWO COMMANDMENTS     

 Love They Neighbour 
Get To Know The Universe The Father

& Respect All Life
This Covers ALL Commandments  

Your Divine Soul Brought Together By Material Mass & Held Together By The Words Of Creation.
Your A Vibrational Encoded Light Wave, With A Frequency Code Of The Human Species From The Flower Of

Life.
The Tree OF Life.

Jesus / Yeshua

Yeshua (Jesus) said it was a miracle to create your Soul, to give you a consciousness 
But it was a miracle above all miracles to put your Soul in a body (Avatar) and to give you Life.

The Light of The Father Is Within Us All
Your All Divine,

 But You Never Been Told.

The Kingdom Of Heaven Is Inside you
It Is All Around you

And In Ever thing you do

The Quantum Matrix we call the Universe is the carrier signals for all energy within the matrix.
What is an Atom if not energy.

The binary code for the universe is not 0 and ones like a computer,
 but is the ATOMS themselves, resonating with energy,
and it’s this energy that God knows everything we do.

Time travel is the same, it is impossible to rewind the materials of the universe, but when you realise that the
materials are not materials and are but quantum loops of energy, then you can rewind the energy as it is but

nothing more than a signal.
You rewind the signals of the universe to travel through time and space, its just a matter of reading the universes

energies.

If you rewind the energies then you rewind material mass for the illusion of mass is energy.


